158  THE PREPARATION OF THE TEACHER,,
Now the present teacher of English is usually what
is called a class-teacher, that is, he takes one or two
subjects besides English in his school, as history and
geography, or chemistry and physics and, perhaps,
physiology or agriculture, or mathematics in two or
more branches. In higher classes the subject-teacher is
more in favour, in lower classes the class-teacher, so that
we may find the teacher of English in a junior class
taking also history, geography, and mathematics, though
less often, be it noted, a vernacular.
Its Relation to the Class-teacher or Subject-teacher System
Now this class-teacher system has no doubt several
-advantages, and its observance in India, in imitation of
established practice in England has passed almost into
tradition. But in India it has the special disadvantage,
that it compels the prospective teacher of English to
give a great deal of time and attention to other subjects
during his teaching career, and thus restricts the time for
his study of English. Considering how indispensable to
the pupil's immediate and future education is the efficient
teaching of English in schools, the question arises
whether the advantages of the class-teacher over the
subject-teacher plan of distributing the teacher's work
are not too dearly gained. Indeed, the question is now
being asked in England whether there is any advantage
in the class-teacher arrangement at all, at least for
pupils in the post-elementary stage. The stock argu-
ments are that a teacher in charge of several subjects
in the same class gets a better chance than the
specialist of knowing each pupil, and is thus in a better
position to look after his conduct and his interests, and
to see that he proportions his attention evenly amongst
his subjects. But opinion in England is losing confidence
in this position. The specialist or subject-teacher
plan has advantages on its side. The teacher can be
much more master of his subject, and of the method of
presenting it to pupils of different types and aptitudes,^,
and this mastery and skill are now being increasingly
demanded in a period of transition from the old class-
teaching to the reformed or new teaching which tries

